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Consumer research begins earlier 

When buying a large ticket item, like a car, consumers have always done their research. Historically, during the late 
nineties and early 2000s, consumers were in the market for 5 months before making a purchase. 

Given recent challenging times, consumers are now more cautious than ever before. They are now in the market for  
a new car for 9 months. 

This highlights the need for communication with consumers over a longer period than ever before. 

Dealerships visits begin earlier
Previously, a visit to the dealership occurred roughly a week prior to purchase. Now, more than a quarter of buyers have 
visited a dealership one month out from purchase.

Going to preview cars at dealerships is no longer a last minute consideration. Local dealerships need to be in front of 
consumers regularly so that they are top of mind.
 

Dealership visits

Source: CNW Research 2010
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Newspapers deliver impact (but especially when making the final decision) 

Presented below is what consumers indicate is their primary source for information on cars. Newspapers (print and online) 
continue to be a key source over the whole process. 

In the early stages of the process, brand advertising allows the consumer to narrow down to top considerations.  
 

Later in the process, price and dealership become important. Newspaper impact rises in the final month when the dealership is 
being chosen. And then newspaper explodes in the final weeks when it is the most influential medium over the whole process – 
garnering 39% of impact! It is at this point that newspapers are most beneficial to consumers delivering relevant and trustworthy 
information that they need to make their purchase decision.

Source: CNW Research 2010

Source: CNW Research 2010

% Buyers Say Newspaper Responsible for Visiting a New Car Dealership
Newspaper (Print or Online)

Primary Source of information on cars

For further industry information, go to www.newspaperscanada.ca
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Newspapers and their sites drive automotive purchases! 

2010 6 mo 5 mo 4 mo 3 mo 2 mo 1 mo 2 wk TOTAL
Newspapers* 8% 8% 7% 11% 14% 21% 39% 15%
Internet - Manufact. 23% 22% 18% 13% 14% 10% 8% 15%
Internet - Dealer 2% 2% 2% 3% 4% 13% 23% 7%
Internet - 3rd Party 12% 16% 19% 27% 28% 19% 14% 19%
Radio 3% 3% 2% 2% 3% 5% 3% 3%
TV 27% 25% 24% 16% 12% 12% 6% 17%
Magazine* 21% 20% 21% 23% 18% 15% 10% 18%
Online 4% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3% 3%
Total Media 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Newspapers send buyers to dealerships (more than ever) 

Car buyers use newspapers to source information on automotive purchases. Each year consumers were asked whether 
newspapers (print or online) were responsible for their visit to a dealership. When they were most recently asked, in 2010, almost 
70% (more than prior years) indicated that newspapers were responsible for their car dealership visit! 
 

*Print incl. online


